has been studied from several points of view. For arbitrary y^ E. Schmidt 1 has given necessary and sufficient conditions on the #»•/, yi so that the system (2) have a solution x = (XJ) £i?2 (Hubert space). Schmidt shows that if a solution exists, the solution of minimum norm is unique, and gives explicit formulas for this solution. If A defines a linear transformation T on H% to Hi, F. Riesz 2 gives necessary and sufficient conditions that an inverse T" 1 exist, that is, that the solution x = T~1(y) where T" 1 is a linear transformation. The following problem stands between these two: Find conditions on the elements of A so that the system (2) have a solution xÇJIi for each ;y£i?2. Such conditions will permit the use of Schmidts formulas to express the minimal solution x for each y but this of course does not imply the existence of an inverse of the matrix A. We give a solution of this problem by a method which depends on a property, which seems new, of the w-rowed minors of the matrices-4 tl ... t -OT = ||a^,Hi^,^m;/^iand on Cramer's rule.
Let 
where the sum is extended over all combinations ju 
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we have a Schwarz inequality for matrices:
The following lemma contains the Gram condition for linear dependence. 
